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3 Department of Physis and Astronomy, University of Alabama,Tusaloosa, USAWe propose an alternative model for launhing relativisti jets in ative ga-lati nulei (AGN) from an areting Kerr blak hole (BH) by onvertingboth the binding energy of the areted gas and the BH rotational ener-gy transferred form the BH to the aretion disk into energy in the jet bymeans of the magneti onnetion between the BH and the aretion disk.The extratable spin energy of the BH may be transferred to the aretiondisk through losed magneti �eld lines whih onnet them, i.e, by magnetionnetion, providing a supplementary energy soure partiularly for a low-aretion rate disk. Adding these two energy soures (the rest-mass energy�ow in the disk and the spin energy of the BH transferred to the aretiondisk), we derive the launhing power of the jets. To do this we integrate theenergy onservation law over the inner disk, where the frame dragging e�ettakes plae, for both the sub-Eddington and Eddington aretion rates. We�nd the launhing power of the jets ranges from ∼ 10

45 erg s−1 to ∼ 10
47 ergs−1 for a BH of 10

9
M⊙. In the ase of a very low aretion rate, a magnetionnetion spin-down of the BH powers the jets, so that the jet-launhing e�-ieny an reah values lose to unity. That is, almost all of the power used tolaunh the jets is borrowed from the BH extratable rotational energy, thusthe jets an still be driven even though the ontribution of the rest-massenergy of the areted �ow is very low. The onsequenes of the proposedmodel for the spin evolution of the BH in AGN, as well as its relevane tothe observational data, are desribed.


